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Prefer to Watch a Video?
This rulebook is designed to be read from start to finish before 

playing. If you prefer a quick start, watch the video tutorials at 

WWW.PLAYSKYTEAR.COM/START

Table of Contents

Welcome to Olan Taa
SKYTEAR IS THE ENERGY that permeates the universe.  

Exploited for centuries to create and develop civilizations, most of 

the territories of Olan Taa have been drained of Skytear.  

 THE WORLD of Olan Taa is composed of myriad floating 

islands drifting around a core of pure Skytear energy. Sentient 

beings have created magic wells that drag Skytear fragments from 

nearby, like magnets. People often refer to them as TOWERS, as 

their shape vaguely recalls primitive buildings made of stone. 

 Towers are always put close to a NEXUS: a portal that allows 

sentient beings to overcome long distances without the use of 

flying devices or teleportation spells. 

 The unleashed Skytear spreads throughout the island and 

creates an energy DOME whose border momentarily blinds 

everyone who looks directly through it.  

 Only the bravest heroes could dare to enter the Dome where 

the Skytear assumes its most feared form: the OUTSIDER. This 

hostile entity roams through the dome’s border, and claims its 

supremacy over the territory. After many attempts—often ending 

in the worst ways imaginable—heroes discovered that, like other 

forms of Skytear, even outsiders can be controlled and bent to 

their will. Having a focused and merciless outsider by your side, 

even for a short time, can turn the tide of a desperate battle.

The War for Skytear
Armies from the FOUR REALMS march towards the border islands 

to reinforce their boundaries and claim new energy sources.  

 In the fiery land of Kaeno, the five Daimyos—once locked by 

rivalry in a struggle for supremacy—have set aside their hostility 

and joined forces to overcome their enemies and glorify KURUMO, 

Patron of War. 

 Ruling over the white blanket of magical ice covering Grialth, 

Queen Freyhel—herald of LIOTHAN, God of Life—keeps her 

lieutenants under control by appeasing their ambition and desire 

for conquest with promises of power and glory if they follow her 

counsel. 

 In the twisted depths of the underworld of Xotlan, King Cotlic 

prepares his army of animated bodies to emerge to the surface 

and dominate his enemies, exterminating any foolish enough to 

oppose the will of the God TAULOT. 

 Upon the highest pinnacle of his royal palace in Utsesh, 

Setheru the Sky Master instructs the Zephylite Legion to take as 

much energy as possible to maintain his obsessive research, hoping 

to allow his people—the chosen of NUPTEN, Ruler of Mind—to 

achieve their destiny of ruling the world entire. 

This is an age of war.  

THE WAR FOR SKYTEAR HAS JUST BEGUN. 

STARTER BOX COMPONENTS

INTRODUCTION

Object of the Game

KEY CONCEPTS

Hero Cards

Hero States  

Hero Conditions

Minions, outsiders, and Towers

Line of Sight (LoS)

The Target Keyword

RESOLVING EFFECTS

POWER CARDS

Advanced rule: the Stack

HEROES PHASE

Heroes Activation

Move Action

Lead Action

Attack Action

Skirmish Action

Worship Action

MINIONS PHASE

SET-UP
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KURUMO is a lively God, passionate and caring about its followers’ 

needs. Most of its people’s creations, from the simplest agricultural 

tools to the finest and deadliest war-machine, are created under 

its guidance.

Heroes of Kurumo can submit their target to the God’s judgment 

and a burnt MARK appears on the target’s skin. 

Kurumo heroes are naturally attracted by marked enemies, like 

wolves by a bloodied prey.

FIRE RUNES are produced by mage-crafters of Kaeno in hidden 

magic forges. They are often carved on items like bracelets or 

weapons, letting the magic flux enhance the body and the fighting 

skills of their bearer.  

Through them, the Skytear energy is converted to physical 

strength, agility, or reactiveness.

NUPTEN was the first God to teach its worshippers to channel and 

manipulate Skytear, creating a brand new race of superior beings 

that ruled above every other creature. Arrogant and conceited 

beyond imagination, it believes its skills are superior to all other 

Gods.

Heroes of Nupten summon ILLUSIONS to manipulate other 

people’s minds and feelings. Some of their most powerful 

magicians, though, are able to impose their mind over matter as 

well, somehow bending parts of reality to their will.

AIR RUNES exist on an ethereal and mind plane, rather than 

giving them a physical form. Thanks to their impalpable nature, 

they elevate their bearer — if we can call them so — mental skills 

above human conception, giving them the power to manipulate 

both reality and thoughts.

LIOTHAN bases its approach to creation on perfecting research 

and comparative study. Nothing is left uncontrolled; each aspect is 

calculated and studied, down to the smallest details. In the fragile 

natural balance of Olan Taa, efficiency must be kept at maximum 

to achieve goals and survive. 

Heroes of Liothan SHAPESHIFT themselves into animals, 

exploiting natural features usually sentient beings lack, like wings, 

gills or claws. They use natural features like forests, cliffs and 

hollows like wild animals hunting their prey.

ICE RUNES allow heroes to obtain a spiritual link to the whole 

aspect of nature: from summoning favorable weather conditions 

to calling forth wild animals as support during hunting. Shamans 

of Grialth have refined the raw energy of Skytear through war 

paintings on body and clothes. 

TAULOT is probably the darkest and most introverted God—for 

sure the most stubborn and grumpy. By following their Creator’s 

philosophy, Taulot’s worshippers are very reluctant to build 

relationships with other Realms and prefer to rely only to their 

forces.

Heroes of Taulot erects unstable PILLARS that can unleash huge 

amount of Skytear when crumbling, allowing them to generate 

spells and effects beyond limits.

EARTH RUNES are created by the caste of Carvers, the most 

important clan inside Xotlan. These priests are the keepers of 

scarification, a complex and painful ritual which involves the magic 

tattoos carving. The most worthy that survives scarification are 

gifted with amplified collective consciousness.
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THE OUTSIDER
AKHUTI, HABURAT
AND 4 MINIONS

CORJOF, GULBJARN
AND 4 MINIONS

SAKOSHI, YAMI
AND 4 MINIONS

COTLIC, TLAKALI
AND 4 MINIONS

Starter Box Components

24 CONDITION
TOKENS

4 CONTROL
TOKENS

3 ACTION
TOKEN

12 FACTION
TOKENS

1 SKYTEAR
TOKEN

24 HERO
TOKENS

24 TOWER  
TOKENS

65 POWER CARDS 4 REFERENCE CARDS8 HERO AND 1 OUTSIDER CARDS 10 VICTORY CARDS

1 TWO-SIDED BOARD1 RULEBOOK

Shuriken Storm
Sakoshi’s Attack actions hit all enemy 

minions and all Marked enemy heroes 
in LoS in addition to their original target.

“It’s time to start the real thing!” - Sakoshi

Corjof
Grey Watcher

Sentinel
Friendly Shapeshifted heroes 
within 3 hexes get +1 Skirmish 
Damage.

Shape of the Clawed
Corjof has +1 Attack and 
becomes melee. When Corjof 
activates, apply Fast to him.

Outsider
Place the Outsider anywhere  
across to this Dome’s perimeter.  
The Outsider cannot move.

Divine Conduit: Target friendly hero 
takes a Worship action.

Shockwave: Deal 0  piercing damage  
to target hero and Push them 2 hexes.

Instill Energy: Draw 1 power card.

Onslaught
Defeat 3 enemy heroes.

Minion-Phase
Vergleicht die Kontroll-Marker vom kleinsten zum größten.

AUF DEN PFADEN:
 � Ermittelt, wer die Kontrolle besitzt, wenn 

möglich. Zählt eure Helden und Minions mit 
Sichtlinie zum Marker und addiert die Mana-Kosten 
von maximal einer Anführer-Karte hinzu.

 � Schaden verursachen. Zuerst an den gegnerischen 
Minions. Dann Schadensdifferenz an Türmen 
innerhalb von 3 Feldern.

 � Der Kontroll-Marker wird um so viele Felder 
bewegt, wie die Schadensdifferenz beträgt. Danach 
positionieren beide ihre Minions neu.

 � Wer die Kontrolle erlangt, erschafft 2 Minions; 
danach erschafft das gegnerische Team 2 Minions. 

IN DEN KUPPELN:
Wer die Kontrolle erlangt, aktiviert den  
Außenseiter. Dieser besitzt 3 Aktionspunkte (AP)  
für Fähigkeiten und Aktionen.

Rundenende
 � Entferne alle Kraft-Karten von den Helden und 

lege sie auf den Ablagestapel.

 � Ziehe 2 neue Kraft-Karten. Wirf so lange 
Handkarten ab, bis du das Handlimit von 6 Karten 
erreicht hast.

 � Alle erschöpften Helden sind wieder bereit.  
Versetze den Skytear-Marker.
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Minions Phase
During the Minions Phase players count heroes and minions close 

to each control token on the battleground to determine who is 

controlling the Lanes and the Domes.

 � In the Lanes, the winner will advance upon the enemy, 

potentially damaging enemy Towers and Nexus

 � Inside the Domes, the winner will temporarily take control of 

the OUTSIDER dwelling there

Object of the Game
The primary goal of Skytear is to destroy the enemy Nexus. 

Some battlefields also have additional victory cards that are 

randomly drawn at the beginning of the game.  As soon as a 

player destroys the enemy Nexus or completes the condition on 

one or more victory cards, that player immediately wins the game.

If multiple players complete the condition on one or more victory 

cards simultaneously, the game is a draw. 

If the mana counter on the board cannot be increased at the 

end of the turn, the game is a draw.

Introduction

BATTLEFIELDS have two different kinds of areas:

 � lanes connecting players’ Towers, which protect the Nexus.

 � domes of Skytear energy with monsters known as outsiders 

dwelling inside.

A game usually lasts three to five turns, each consisting of a Heroes 

Phase and a Minions Phase.

Heroes Phase
During the Heroes Phase, players take turns activating one hero 

each until all heroes have been activated.

During their activation, heroes take up to three different 

actions such as moving, attacking, skirmishing, leading their 

minions, or worshipping their gods to use a faction-specific 

gameplay mechanic.

power cards are representative of powers which heroes can 

channel during their activation or quick cast anytime during the 

Heroes Phase.

MINIONS group around control tokens and assist heroes in 

destroying the enemy Towers and Nexus.

NEXUS 

LANES 

DOME 

VICTORY CARDS 

MANA COUNTER

(A)  

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

(E)

Key Areas

Turn Phases
1. HEROES PHASE 

Players take turns activating 

one hero each.

2. MINIONS PHASE 

Players determine who is 

controlling each Lane and 

Dome.

In Skytear, players draft heroes from four factions  
and face each other to destroy the enemy nexus.

A

A

B BC ED
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Hero States
Heroes can be in three different states: Ready, Exhausted, or 

Defeated.

READY. Heroes start the game in this state. Only Ready heroes can 

be activated during the Heroes Phase.

EXHAUSTED. Heroes become Exhausted after their Activation. 

Exhausted heroes cannot be activated during the current Heroes 

Phase (please note: they can still play reaction Power cards).  

Their hero cards are rotated 90 degrees clockwise to mark this 

state. They will become Ready at the end of the Minions Phase.

DEFEATED. When a hero is reduced to 0 or fewer HP, they are 

Defeated:

 � The player who Defeated them draw a power card.

 � Place the Defeated hero’s miniature on their hero card.

 � Place the Defeated hero token on the mana tracker area of: 

THE NEXT TURN 

if the hero was Ready

THE TURN AFTER THE NEXT ONE 

if the hero was Exhausted

Defeated heroes will return once the Skytear token reaches their 

hero token.  

When this happens, place the returning hero’s miniature as close 

as possible to the friendly Nexus and set their state to Ready (the 

first player place all their re-spawning heroes first).

EXAMPLE 1. Sakoshi has been Defeated during the current turn 

(2) while he was Exhausted. He will be readied again at the end of 

the next turn (3), as soon as the Skytear token advances on turn 4 

reaching his hero token.

Hero Cards
Each hero has a corresponding card with this structure: 

1. SKILLS. Each hero has a number of unique skills, often used 

through the Worship action. 

2. RANGE OF ATTACK AND SKIRMISH ACTION.  

This can be of two types: 

RANGED: within 3 hexes. 

MELEE: adjacent (within 1 hex).

3. ATTACK VALUE. This is how strong their Attack action is.

4. HEALTH POINTS. These are the starting and maximum amount 

of health points (HP). These are tracked on the board with the 

respective hero token.

5. ARMOR. This reduces all damage taken by one per point 

of Armor (please note that Armor protects from any source of 

damage: power cards, attacks, skills, etc).

6. MANA RUNES. A hero may play power cards which have runes 

matching those on the hero card. The rune to the right also 

determines the hero faction.

7. CLASS. The only class with an associated rule is mage. Mages 

have piercing, meaning they ignore enemy Armor with any 

effect they generate.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

Mages ignore enemy Armor not just with Attack 

actions, but also Skirmish actions, power cards, skills, 

and any other effect they generate.

The back of the hero cards is for the simplified mode (see page 23).

Key Concepts

MAGE

EXAMPLE 1: DEFEATEDSUPPORTMARKSMAN SPECIALISTWARRIOR

ASSASSINTANK

READY

EXHAUSTED

Sakoshi
Lava Tamer

Eagle Eye
Sakoshi has LoS toward  
any Marked enemy  
within 3 hexes.

Explosive Shuriken
Deal 1  damage to an  
enemy minion adjacent  
to the Marked hero.

Tlakali
High Scarifier

Protective Rite
During the Heroes Phase, when 
a friendly minion adjacent to a 

Pillar would lose HP, Tlakali 
may prevent the loss and lose 
that much HP instead.

Lifeforce Infusion
Heal a friendly hero adjacent to 
the removed Pillar 1  HP.

T
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Minions
Minions group around control tokens and support heroes in 

damaging enemy Towers and Nexus.  

Minions share the same characteristics across all factions:

 � 1 Health Point (HP).

 � 0 Armor.

If a minion is reduced to 0 or fewer HP, it is Defeatedand removed 

from the battlefield. 

Towers and Nexuses
Towers defend your Nexus from enemy minions and heroes. 

The Health Points (HP) of Towers and Nexuses are represented by 

a stack of tower tokens. Each tower token is worth one or two HP 

depending on the number of towers on it.  

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

Heroes cannot attack Towers and Nexuses directly. The only 

way to damage them is to win the lead of control tokens 

during the Minions Phase.

Hero Conditions
Conditions are special effects that remain on heroes until the next 

time they are Exhausted or Defeated. 

When a hero gains a condition, place the condition token on their 

hero card and apply the effects below. If a condition would be 

applied on a hero that already has it, the condition is not applied.

 SLOW. The hero’s Move action’s total movement value is 

reduced by 2 hexes.

 FAST. The hero’s Move action’s total movement value is 

increased by 2 hexes.

 FRENZY. The hero has +2 Attack and +2 Skirmish Damage.

 DISARM. The hero has -2 Attack and -2 Skirmish Damage.

 MARKED. Kurumo heroes have skills that benefit from Marked 

enemy heroes.

 SHAPESHIFTED. Liothan heroes activate the skills with the 

Shapeshifted icon when they have this condition.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

If a hero gains a condition when they are already Exhausted, 

they will keep it until the next time they become Exhausted 

again.

FAST MARKEDFRENZY

KURUMO NUPTEN TWO HP ONE HPTAULOTLIOTHANSLOW SHAPESHIFTEDDISARM
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EXAMPLE 4 
Hero A can now see hero B, because hero C is adjacent and has LoS 

to the same Cover Hex.

The Target Keyword
When you declare an action or play a power card that requires one 

or more targets, you must choose all targets for it.

The basic requirement when choosing targets is Line of Sight and 

therefore the default range is within 3 hexes.

If you do not meet the targeting requirements, you cannot declare 

the action or play the power card.

For example, a power card effect that reads “Deal 2 damage to 

target enemy” can only be played if there is an enemy in LoS and 

within 3 hexes from the hero playing the power card.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

If an effect reads “Deal 2 damage to an adjacent enemy” it 

does NOT requires LoS.  

Conversely, if an effect reads “Deal 2 damage to TARGET 

adjacent enemy” it does require LoS.

Advanced targeting conditions
After you choose the targets for an Attack action or power card, 

the effect does not happen right away and some other effects 

might resolve and alter the situation.  

For example, the enemy you are targeting might move away using 

a power card to dodge your attack.

Once it is time to resolve the effect you must check all the 

requirements again (like Line of Sight and range) and if they are 

not met anymore, the effect is cancelled (but the action point or 

power card is still spent).

On page 11, we will explain this situation in detail with an 

example explaining the advanced rule of the Stack.

Outsiders
Outsiders are elementals that dwell in Domes made of Skytear 

energy. During the Minions Phase, a player taking control of a 

Dome may immediately spawn and activate the outsider related to 

that Dome.

Outsiders are considered enemy heroes. When you are activating 

an outsider or taking actions with them, then they are considered 

friendly heroes. If an Outsider’s HP is reduced to zero, it is removed 

from the game.

When a hero damages an outsider, the owner of the damaging 

hero targets an opponent. That opponent chooses one of the 

following actions to perform with that outsider:

 � Move action.
 � Skirmish action. Target must be the  damaging hero
 � Attack action. Target must be the damaging hero.

Line of Sight (LOS)
A game element (hero, minion, Outsider, Pillar, Illusion etc) can 

draw LoS to another game element if there is a path of up to three 

consecutive hexes (ignoring models and tokens) to it that does not 

cross a white line.

EXAMPLE 1 
Hero A cannot see hero B and vice versa, because the white line is 
blocking the LoS.

EXAMPLE 2 
Hero A can see hex 1.

Cover Hexes
Cover is granted to enemies while they are in a Cover Hex . 

A friendly hero has LoS toward an enemy in Cover only while that 

hero or another friendly hero is adjacent and with LoS to the same 

Cover Hex where the enemy stand.

EXAMPLE 3 
Hero A can see the Cover Hex where hero B stands but cannot see 
hero B. Note that hero C is adjacent to the Cover Hex, but he does 
not have LoS to that same Cover Hex because of the white line. 
Hero B can see hero A.

EXAMPLE 1

EXAMPLE 3

EXAMPLE 2

EXAMPLE 4
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Windblast
Place the AoE on target hex.  

Deal 2 damage to each enemy hit.

Resolving Effects

Effect Duration
Unless noted otherwise, effects last until 

the end of the current hero activation.

Effect Keywords
: flip one power card from the top of 

your deck into your discard pile and add 

the card modifier to the base value (see 

example of the Attack and Skirmish action 

on page 13).

+X ATTACK / ARMOR: modify the Attack 
or Armor value by X. 

+X SKIRMISH DAMAGE: modify the 
damage dealt with Skirmish actions by X.

ADJACENT: within 1 hex (therefore 
including the caster’s current hex).

CASTER: the hero generating the effect. 

DEAL X DAMAGE: deal X damage (please 
note: Armor reduces damage from any 
kind of effects, power cards included)

DEFEAT A MINION: remove the minion 
from the battlefield (note that it does not 
take any damage. E.g. Tlakali’s skill cannot 
prevent this effect).

HALF: divide a value by two rounding up.

HEAL X HP: increase the HP by X  
(heroes cannot go over their starting HP).

LOSE X HP: decrease the HP by X  
(Armor does not reduce the loss).

PIERCING: damage caused by this effect 
ignores Armor.

PREDICT X: look at the top X cards of 
your deck and place any number of them 
on your discard pile or back on top of the 
deck, in any order.

SPAWN X MINIONS: the caster must have 
LoS toward a control token. They may 
place X minions in LoS and as close as 
possible to that control token.

TAKE (AN ACTION): Actions generated 
with effects do not require AP and do 
not count toward the limit of one type of 
action per activation.

MOVE CONTROL TOKEN X: Move the 
control token X hexes according to the 
rules in “Advance Control Token” (Pg. 17)

WITHIN X: Game elements are considered 
“within X hexes” if they are 0 to X hexes 
away.

Movement Effects
Any effect which moves a hero or a minion 

is considered a movement effect and 

follows the same rules as the Move action 

(see page 12).

MOVE X: move the target up to X hexes. 

PLACE: place the target in the chosen hex.

SWAP: When heroes are swapped their 

models are physically moved to each 

other’s hexes.

PUSH X HEXES: move the target X hexes 

away from the Caster, one by one.  

Each hex they are pushed into must be 

farther away from the Caster and free 

from miniatures.  

Stop the push if the target cannot get 

farther away at any point.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED: You cannot 

decide to push fewer hexes than the ones 

indicated.

EXAMPLE 2 

Hero A is pushing hero B two hexes. hero B 

cannot be pushed onto the minions, nor to 

hex C as it is not further away from hero A. 

Thus, the only legal hexes on which hero B 

can be pushed into are the hexes D.

Area of Effect (AOE)
Some effects’ descriptions have a diagram 

of hexes hit by the effect (see some 

examples in FIGURE 1).

When these effects are resolved, the AoE 

diagram is placed and it can be flipped and 

rotated as long as one hex of the diagram 

matches one hex on the battlefield.

If there is a highlighted hex, it indicates the 

position of the Caster; otherwise, at least 

one hex of the AoE must be within range.

If the effect requires any card to be 

flipped, they are flipped once for all 

targets hit.

EXAMPLE 1 

Hero A casts a power card targeting hex 1. 

In order to hit more enemies, he decides 

to flip the AoE depicted in the diagram on 

the card.  

Each enemy in the AoE (two enemy 

minions and hero B) suffers 2  damage.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

You place the diagram only when 

you resolve the effect, not when 

you generate it (you can read the 

difference on page 11). 

 

If the effect requires to target a hex 

and the Caster is pushed out of range 

or LoS from the target hex, the effect 

will not resolve.

Resolving an effect just means that its effect happens.

EXAMPLE 1 EXAMPLE 2

FIGURE 1
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POWER CARDS cost one mana for each rune in the top left corner. 

The mana (and turn) counter on the board indicates the amount of 

mana in each hero’s mana pool at the start of the turn.  

Heroes may play a power card if:

 � They have enough mana in their mana pool.

 � They have the rune colors of the power card on their own hero 

card.

 � They are on the battlefield (i.e. they are not Defeated).

When a hero plays a power card:

 � Generate its effect.

 � Place the power card on top of that hero card.

Mana equal to the cost of the cards on top of the hero card is 

currently spent. 

EXAMPLE 1 

The mana tracker is on the number 3, meaning each hero has 3 

mana points in their pool. Sakoshi has consumed all of his 3 mana 

points by playing a 1 mana card and a 2 mana card.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

Playing a power card does NOT require any Action Points.

Exhausted heroes CAN play power cards. 

Each hero has their own individual mana pool.

If a power card is removed from the top of a hero card, that 

hero regenerates mana equal to the mana cost of the cards.

Types and Timing
There are two types of power cards which may be played at 

different times during the Heroes Phase.

ACTIONS. Heroes may play these power cards only during 

their Activation.

REACTIONS. Heroes may play these power cards almost 

anytime (see next page for more details).

Drawing Power Cards
These are all the moments when players draw Power cards:

 � Beginning of the game: draw 6 cards.

 � End of the Minions Phase: draw 2 cards.

 � Defeat an enemy hero: draw 1 card.

 � Win a Control Point: draw 1 card.

When your deck runs out of power cards to draw, shuffle your 

discard pile and create a new deck.

The maximum hand size at the end of the turn is seven power 

cards (see end of turn sequence on page 17).

Ultimate Power Cards
Some power cards (FIGURE 1) have the portrait of a hero at the 

top. They can only be played by that hero and are known as 

ultimates.

The Skytear Flux Power Card
The first player has a special power card (FIGURE 2) that stays 

on the board and does not count toward the player’s hand limit. 

Once used, it remains on the board face-down and cannot be used 

again.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

A power card with no runes, like Skytear Flux, does not 

require any mana or rune color to be played.

Power Cards

EXAMPLE 1 FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2

(A) RUNES (mana cost) 

(B) NAME AND EFFECT 

(C) TYPE (action or reaction) 

(D) MODIFIER (used for ) 

Clear Mind
The caster gets +1 Attack. You may
remove 1 condition from the caster.

“Empty your head of everything but victory.“
- Sacred writings of the Venerable Shogun

Quick Shot
Defeat target adjacent enemy minion.

“You know you only get one point for killing 
that giant bear man, right Akimo?” - Sakoshi

Featherstorm
Place Corjof anywhere on the battlefield. 

Then, if Corjof is Shapeshifted, 
deal 3  damage and apply Disarm 

to an adjacent enemy hero.

A scream, then silence.

Skytear Flux
The next non-ultimate power card  

you play costs one less mana.

“Excessive power does not exist: it’s only  
a matter of being able to use it.” - Setheru

Sakoshi
Lava Tamer

Eagle Eye
Sakoshi has LoS toward  
any Marked enemy  
within 3 hexes.

Explosive Shuriken
Deal 1  damage to an  
enemy minion adjacent  
to the Marked hero.
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Advanced Rule: the Stack
The Stack is an advanced rule used to determine in which exact 

order the effects are generated and resolved.

Effects are generated in multiple ways, such as when:

 � A hero declares an action.

 � A hero plays a power card.

 � A hero skill triggers.

When an effect is generated, it is not resolved immediately but it is 

“placed” on top of the Stack instead.  

The Stack is a game area where all effects are placed on top of 

each other waiting to be resolved.

The ACTIVE PLAYER, the one taking the current Activation, has 

priority first.

The player with priority may:

 � Play one or more reaction power cards.

 � Pass priority to the next player in clockwise order.

Once all players pass consecutively, the top effect of the Stack (the 

last one generated) is resolved. 

Before any effect on the Stack is resolved, each player may 

respond, once again starting with the active player. 

This continues until all effects are resolved and the Stack is empty.

With this advanced rule explained, we can introduce more 

accurate rules:

 � Heroes can declare actions or play action power cards only 

during their Activation and when the Stack is empty.

 � Active player can play reaction power cards anytime after an 

effect is generated or resolved during the Heroes Phase.

Example of the Stack
Hero B declares an Attack action 

targeting hero A. The Attack action is 

an effect and goes on top of the Stack. 

Hero B passes priority.

In response, hero A plays the DODGE 

power card. The power card generates 

an effect that goes on top of the Stack.

All players pass and the effect of 

DODGE is resolved placing hero A in 

the adjacent Cover Hex marked with 1.

All players pass and the effect on top of the Stack, the Attack 

action, is resolved.

The Attack action target is not valid anymore, because hero A is 

now on a Cover Hex and hero B has no LoS to hero A. 

The effect of the Attack is canceled but the Action Point is spent 

nevertheless.

Triggered Effects
Some effects identified by the WHEN keyword are known as 

triggered effects. 

As soon as the when clause is met, the effect is placed on the 

top of the Stack until the current effect resolves fully. If multiple 

triggers are hit simultaneously, the active player places all of their 

triggers on top of the stack in any order, then the other player 

does the same.

Dodge
Place the caster in target  

hex within 2 hexes.
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Lead Action
When a friendly hero resolves a Lead action, you may place a 

power card face down underneath their hero card (FIGURE 1). 

This power card is now known as a Lead card.

The power card can be taken either:

 � From your hand.

 � From the top of your deck, without looking at the card.

Place the lead card in Portrait orientation when leading from your 

hand, or in Landscape orientation when leading from your deck.

The Lead card will be revealed during the Minions Phase and will 

help your minions move toward the enemy Towers, or take control 

of the outsider in the Domes.

The control value of the hero will be increased by the mana cost of 

the Lead card (see page 16).

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

You increase the control value of the hero by the MANA COST 

of the power card, NOT its modifier. 

Heroes Phase

Move Action
When a friendly hero resolves a Move action, you may move that 

hero up to 3 hexes in any direction.

Heroes can move through minions but cannot move through hexes 

containing BLOCKING ELEMENTS, which are:

 � Friendly or enemy heroes.

 � Friendly or enemy Towers and Nexuses.

 � Outsiders.

Heroes must finish their movement on a hex that does not contain:

 � Blocking Elements.

 � Minions.

EXAMPLE 1 

Hero A can take a Move action to move up to 3 hexes to the 

numbered hexes.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

You cannot move through heroes or Outsiders.

EXAMPLE 1 FIGURE 1

Whenever a hero is activated, that hero gets three Action Points 

(AP), each of which may be used to take one of the following 

actions: Move, Lead, Attack, Skirmish, or Worship.

IMPORTANT

A hero cannot take the same action twice during the same 

activation.

Players may use the action token to track how many AP 

they have spent with the hero being activated.

When the active player passes, the Activation is over: change the 

hero’s state from Ready to Exhausted.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

You cannot activate the same hero twice during the same 

Heroes Phase. 

You and your opponent take turns activating one hero each.

If some heroes are Defeated, it is possible that a player is 

taking more than one activation in a row.  

The first player always take the first activation each turn.

During the Heroes Phase, players take turns activating one hero each  
until each hero on the battlefield is in the Exhausted state.

Tlakali
High Scarifier

Protective Rite
During the Heroes Phase, when 
a friendly minion adjacent to a 

Pillar would lose HP, Tlakali 
may prevent the loss and lose 
that much HP instead.

Lifeforce Infusion
Heal a friendly hero adjacent to 
the removed Pillar 1  HP.
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Attack Action
When a friendly hero declares an Attack action, you must choose 

a target enemy in LoS and range. When resolving the Attack, 

determine the damage dealt as follows:

1. Check the attack value of the attacking hero.

2. Flip a power card for each  icon next to the attack value.  

Flip these cards face up from the top of your deck into your 

discard pile.

3. Choose one of these flipped power cards and add its modifier 

to the hero’s attack value. This is the damage dealt.

4. Subtract the target’s  Armor value from the damage dealt.

5. The resulting number is the amount of HP that the target loses 

(if the number is negative, nothing happens).

EXAMPLE 2 

The attacking hero has an attack value of 4. He flips 2 power cards 

and picks the +3 modifier. The defending hero’s Armor value is 1.  

The defending hero loses 4+3-1 = 6 HP.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

If the target is not in range and LoS when it is time to resolve 

the Attack, the hero still spends 1 AP even though the Attack 

action has no effect.

Skirmish Action
When a friendly hero declares a Skirmish Action, you may choose a 

target enemy hero.

When resolving a Skirmish Action:

 � Move 2 hexes.

 � Before or after the movement, if in Attack range and LoS with 

the target, Deal 0 damage to them.

You resolve this action as a single effect (e.g. no power cards can 

be played during the action).

OFTEN OVERLOOKED 

You cannot damage minions with Skirmish actions.

You do not have to take both options (e.g. you can take this 

action to just move 2 hexes).

EXAMPLE 2

Shuriken Storm
Sakoshi’s Attack actions hit all enemy 

minions and all Marked enemy heroes 
in LoS in addition to their original target.

“It’s time to start the real thing!” - Sakoshi
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Liothan Shapeshifters
Liothan heroes transform into wild animals at will to gain 

extraordinary powers. 

When a Liothan hero resolves a Worship action: 

 � Apply the Shapeshifted condition to a friendly Liothan hero 

within 3 hexes.

When a Liothan hero resolves the Worship action on themself, you 

may Exhaust them before applying the Shapeshifted condition 

(since conditions are removed when heroes Exhaust, this is a 

way for Liothan heroes to start their next Activation with the 

Shapeshifted condition).

While a Liothan hero has the Shapeshifted condition, the hero’s 

skill with the Shapeshifted icon next to it is active.

EXAMPLE 2 

Gulbjarn (hero A) can take the Worship action to gain the 

Shapeshifted condition and activate the Ursine Rage skill. 

Then, he can take a Skirmish action to deal 2  damage to the two 

enemy heroes in the AoE (note that the AoE diagram is rotated in 

order to hit as many enemies as possible). 

The Feral Majesty skill gives Gulbjarn +2 Skirmish Damage as there 

are two friendly Shapeshifted heroes within 3 hexes (hero B and 

Gulbjarn himself).

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

LoS is NOT required to apply the Shapeshifted condition.

Heroes have unique skills written on their hero cards.  

Skills without any icon next to them are always active and you can 

apply their effects as they are written.

Skills with an icon next to them must be activated with the aid 

of the Worship action. The Worship action is different for each 

faction.

Kurumo Marks
Kurumo heroes mark their enemies to coordinate deadly attacks.

When a Kurumo hero resolves a Worship action: 

 � Choose an enemy hero within 3 hexes. That hero is considered 

to be the “Marked Hero” for their Worship skill.

 � Apply Marked to the chosen hero.

 � Their worship skill is placed on the stack after the worship 

action fully resolves.

EXAMPLE 1 

Yami (hero A) can take the Worship action and choose hero B to 

Apply the Marked condition on hero B. 

Be placed on hex 1 and deal 1  damage to hero B.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

Kurumo heroes can choose an already Marked hero with 

their Worship action just in order to trigger the skill with the 

worship icon next to it.

Worship Action

EXAMPLE 2EXAMPLE 1

WORSHIP MARKED SHAPESHIFTED PILLAR ILLUSION

Yami 
Flaming Harbinger

Gulbjarn 
Wild Sovereign 

Deathly Touch 
The first time Yami moves through 
an enemy minion each Activation, 
deal 1  damage to it.

Feral Majesty 
Gulbjarn has +1 Skirmish Damage 
for each friendly Shapeshifted hero 
within 3 hexes.

Shadow of the Reaper 
Place Yami adjacent to the 
Marked hero and deal 1   
damage to them.

Ursine Rage 
Gulbjarn’s Skirmish actions  
do not hit a chosen hero and hit all 
enemy heroes in the AoE instead.
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Taulot Pillars
Taulot heroes creates magical pillars connected to each other to 

fight like a single hive mind.  

When a Taulot hero resolves a Worship action:

1. They may remove a friendly pillar on the battlefield. If you do, 

trigger their skill with the worship icon next to it.

2. Place a friendly pillar within 3 hexes.

Pillars can only be placed in a hex without miniatures or tokens.

All pillars have 1HP and 0 Armor.

While a Taulot hero is within 3 hexes of a friendly pillar token, the 

hero’s skills with the pillar icon next to it are active.

EXAMPLE 3 

Cotlic is within 3 hexes of a friendly pillar token (B) and therefore 

has +1 Armor because of the Taulot’s Blessing skill. 

Cotlic resolves a Worship action to remove two existing friendly 

pillars on the battlefield (B and C). 

Then, Cotlic places a new pillar on hex 1 as the last part of the 

Worship action. 

Since Cotlic has removed 2 pillars, the Strength of the King skill 

triggers and he gains +2 Skirmish Damage.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED 

Pillar tokens do not block LoS. 

Miniatures can move through them and stop on them.

There is no limit to the number of friendly pillar tokens on the 

battlefield.

EXAMPLE 3 EXAMPLE 4

Nupten Illusions
Nupten heroes summon their illusions to deceive and overwhelm 

their enemies. 

When a Nupten hero resolves a Worship action:

1. Optionally, place their illusion token on the hero’s current hex.

2. Move their illusion token up to 3 hexes. 

Illusions ignore Blocking Elements during movement and must end 

their movement in a hex without miniatures or tokens.

While a Nupten hero is within 3 hexes of a friendly illusion token, 

that hero is considered a PROJECTED HERO and gains the skills of 

that illusion token’s owner with the illusion icon next to them.

All illusions have 1HP and 0 Armor.

Friendly illusion tokens are removed from the battlefield when the 

illusion token’s owner is Defeated.

EXAMPLE 4 

Akhuti (hero A) resolves the Worship action to move her illusion 

(B) to hex 1. Now, the illusion grants  +1 Armor to both friendly 

Nupten heroes (A and C) because of the Resonant Light skill. 

Then, Akhuti takes an Attack action against minion D and, after 

resolving it, the Retribution skill triggers dealing 1  damage to 

minion E.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

Illusion tokens do not block LoS.

Miniatures can move through them and stop on them.

If the illusion token is NOT on the battlefield, it must start its 

movement from the illusion’s owner.

If the illusion token is on the battlefield, it may restart its 

movement from the illusion’s owner. 

Cotlic 
Hand of Taulot 

Akhuti 
Radiant Voice

Taulot’s Blessing 
Cotlic has +1 Armor.

Retribution 
When Akhuti resolves an Attack 
action, she may deal 1  damage 
to an enemy minion adjacent to 
her Illusion.

Strenght of the King 
Cotlic may remove any number of 
friendly Pillars. He gets +1 Skirmish 
Damage for each Pillar removed 
this Activation. 

Resonant Light 
Projected heroes have +1 Armor.
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Winner Applies the Damage
In the Lanes, the winning player applies damage equal to the 

difference in Control Values as follows:

1. Distribute the damage to enemy minions first.

2. If and when there are no enemy minions left, apply the 

remaining damage to the closest enemy Tower or Nexus within 3 

hexes from the control token. Excess damage is ignored.

Damaging Towers and Nexuses
When a Tower is reduced to 0 or fewer HP, that Tower is destroyed. 

When the first Tower belonging to a player is destroyed, place 5 

tower tokens on that player’s Nexus. From now on, that player’s 

Nexus can be damaged as well. A player that destroys a Nexus 

immediately wins the game.

EXAMPLE 2 

The (red) attacking player won by 4 points. First, they defeat the 

enemy minion A. Then, they deal the 3 remaining damages to 

the enemy Tower and draw 1 power card. Finally, they move the 

control token to hex 1 (see the next step: advance the control 

token).

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

You can only damage Towers and Nexuses within 3 hexes from 

the control token.

For each control token in the LANES: 

1. Determine the winner, if any.

2. Winner damages minions and Towers.

3. Winner advances the control token.

4. Both players spawn minions.

For each control token in the DOMES:

1. Determine the winner, if any.

2. Winner activates the outsider.

Determine the Winner
Each friendly hero and minion who has LoS to the control token 

provides +1 Control, determining the base Control Value. 

Then, each player:

1. Reveals each Lead card under friendly heroes with LoS to the 

Control token (usually placed with the Lead action).

2. Select at most one of these cards to increase the base Control 

Value by the mana cost of the Lead card.

The Winner draws 1 power card.

EXAMPLE 1 

The red player has 2 minions and hero A with a 2-mana Lead card, 

for a total Control Value of 2+1+2 = 5. 

The blue player has only one minion for a total of 1. 

Hero B is within 3 hexes but does not have LoS toward the control 

token because of the white line surrounding the Dome, so it does 

not count. Red is winning by 5-1=4 points.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

You increase the Control Value by the MANA COST of the 

Lead card, NOT its modifier. You can choose AT MOST one 

Lead card per control token per player.

Minions Phase

EXAMPLE 1 EXAMPLE 2

In this phase, players check who is winning the lead of each control token on the battlefield.  
Control tokens are numbered and must be checked in order from lowest to highest.
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Advance the Control Token
The winner advances the control token a number of hexes equal to 

the difference between the Control Values. 

The control token must be moved directly toward the closest 

enemy tower token and it stops as soon as it is adjacent to one. 

The control token ignores Blocking Elements while moving and 

can end its movement in the same hex as another miniature or 

token, but cannot enter Domes. 

After the control token has been moved, the players reposition 

their existing minions on this Lane, starting from the winner.

Rules for Placing Minions
Spawning minions and minions that no longer have LoS to the 

contol token must be positioned as close as possible to the control 

token and with LoS to it (even two or more hexes away, if that is 

as close as possible). 

A friendly minion can share a hex with one enemy minion and 

cannot be placed inside Domes.

Both Players Spawn Minions
Players cannot spawn Minions when resolving a lane without a 

friendly tower. 

1. The winner spawns up to two of their minions

2. Then, the loser spawns up to two of their own 

In case of a tie, the second player spawns first. 

EXAMPLE 3 

Both players must spawn their 2 new minions on hexes 1 and 2, 

because the other hexes are blocked by heroes and tower tokens.

Winner Activates the outsider
The winner of the lead of a control token in a DOME:

1. Place the outsider following the placement rule written on its 

card (see FIGURE 1).

2. Activates the outsider by spending up to 3 Action Points using 

Move, Skirmish, Attack action, or the outsider skills. 

Each action or skill costs 1 Action Point and cannot be taken 

more than once.

Once the activation is over, leave the outsider where it is.

OFTEN OVERLOOKED

Heroes cannot play power cards during the Minions Phase.

End of Turn
The Minions Phase ends with some upkeep activities where all 

players:

1. Discard all power cards from their hero cards.

2. Draw two new power cards.

3. Discard card down to 7 cards, if able.

4. Ready all Exhausted heroes.

5. Increase the turn counter.

6. Respawn Defeated heroes.

7. Remove all conditions from outsiders.

EXAMPLE 3 FIGURE 1

Outsider Card
(A) PLACEMENT RULE 

(B) SKILLS

Outsider
Place the Outsider anywhere  
across to this Dome’s perimeter.  
The Outsider cannot move.

Divine Conduit: Target friendly hero 
takes a Worship action.

Shockwave: Deal 0  piercing damage  
to target hero and Push them 2 hexes.

Instill Energy: Draw 1 power card.
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Setting Up Your First Game

Flip three victory cards (A)
Place three randomly selected VICTORY CARDS face up on the 

board.

Determine the first player (B)
Toss the Skytear token to randomly determine the first player. They 

take the SKYTEAR FLUX power card and place it face up on their 

side of the board.

Set the mana counter to one (C)
Place the SKYTEAR TOKEN in the first row of the mana (and turn) 

counter. 

Draft factions (D)
For your first game we assume you are going to play with the 

8 heroes of the Starter Box and we suggest you draft factions 

instead of heroes.  

Once you master the basics, you can read in the following pages 

how to draft heroes and build your own decks of power cards.

1. The first player picks a faction.

2. The second player picks two factions.

3. The first player picks the remaining faction.

When you pick a faction, you take the two related heroes and 

prepare them:

 � Place their HERO CARD on your side of the board (D1).

 � Place the hero FACTION TOKEN next to the hero cards (only 

Nupten and Taulot heroes have a faction token) (D2).

 � Place the HERO TOKEN on the health points tracker on the 

board (D3).

 � Place the HERO MINIATURE in a free hex adjacent to the 

friendly Nexus (please note: miniatures are represented by hero 

tokens in the set-up picture).

This is the set up for your first game of Skytear with 2 players. In the next pages  
you can see the rules for 3 or more players and the setup of the three-lanes battleground.

  

1X 

2X 

2X 

3X

AKHUTI 

Word Of Nupten 

Twister Of Souls 

Redirect 

Hurricane Strike

  

1X 

2X 

2X 

3X

  

1X 

2X 

2X 

3X

HABURAT 

Blades Of Lightning 

Testudo 

Time Warp 

Time Glitch

SAKOSHI 

Shuriken Storm 

Gank 

Lifesteal 

Crippling Precision

  

1X 

2X 

2X 

3X

YAMI 

Kneel Before Me 

Dragon Punch 

Clear Mind 

Combustion
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Form two decks of power cards (E)
Each player shuffles all POWER CARDS from the two factions they 

picked and places their deck to the side of the board.  

For your reference, you can see the pre-made decks of the starter 

box below.

Draw power cards and mulligan (F)
Each player draws six cards from the top of their deck of power 

cards.

Then, each player may select any number of cards from their 

hand, discard them, and then draw that many replacement cards. 

Discarded cards will form a face-up pile next to your decks.

Build four Towers (G)
Each player places three TOWER TOKENS on each of their two 

friendly tower hexes, using 2 double and 1 single tower token 

(FIGURE 1).

Place two control tokens (H)
Randomly place the CONTROL TOKENS numbered 1 and 2 on the 

hexes marked with the control token icon.

Rally the minions (I)
Each player places two MINIONS MINIATURES on each Lane as 

shown in the setup picture (please note: minions miniatures are 

shown as runes in the picture).

All minions share the same characteristics, so as long as they 

are from the factions chosen by the player (FIGURE 2), they are 

interchangeable. 

Place the remaining minions on their friendly Nexus.

Summon the outsider (J)
Place the OUTSIDER CARD on the board and its miniature on top 

of the card.

  

1X 

2X 

2X 

3X

GULBJARN 

Feral Vitality 

Grapple 

Unfamiliar Terrain 

Presence

  

1X 

2X 

2X 

3X

  

1X 

2X 

2X 

3X

CORJOF 

Featherstorm 

Gathering Storm 

Icewall 

Through The Eyes

COTLIC 

My Kingdom 

Rampant Hatred 

Safeguard 

Lord Of The Many

  

1X 

2X 

2X 

3X

TLAKALI 

The Thousandth Ritual 

Mud Flood 

Crawling Darkness 

Sacrifice

FIGURE1 FIGURE 2
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